The Abduction

U.S. Attorney General Allison Leahy is the
Democrats best chance for holding on to
the Oval Office. But shes running neck and
neck with her opponent, Republican
Lincoln Howe, a retired four-star general
and bona fide African-American hero.
Then, days before the election, disaster
strikes. Twelve-year-old Kristen Howe, the
generals granddaughter, is kidnapped. As
the nations leading law enforcement
officer, Allison launches a nationwide
manhunteven as her opponent publicly
questions her motives. For Allison, though,
finding Kristen isnt about politics. Its a
personal crusade that taps into terrifying
secrets buried deep within the pastsecrets
that can shatter all of Allisons hopes,
twisting them into a nightmare of lies and
the ultimate betrayal.

The Abduction (TV Movie 1996) on IMDb: Plot summary, synopsis, and more - 3 min - Uploaded by Lionsgate
MoviesA young man unwittingly thrust into a deadly world of covert espionage. For as long as he can Abduction is a
2011 American action thriller film directed by John Singleton, produced by Roy Lee and Ellen Goldsmith-Vein, and
written by Shawn Christensen. - 8 min - Uploaded by Original Broadway Chorus of Natasha, Pierre & the Great Comet
of 1812 - TopicProvided to YouTube by Warner Music Group The Abduction Original Broadway Company of Action
Photos. The Abduction Club (2002) Sophia Myles in The Abduction Club (2002) Matthew Rhys in The Abduction Club
(2002) The Abduction Club (2002).Ben Brice is a drunk living alone in the New Mexico wilderness, where he custom
builds furniture and battles memories of Vietnam with oceans of Jim Beam.Action Madeline Carroll at an event for
Abduction (2011) Taylor Lautner at an event for Abduction (2011) Denzel Whitaker and Taylor Lautner in Abduction
(2011)Theodore Boone: The Abduction, written by John Grisham, is the second book in the Theodore Boone series. It is
written for 11- to 13-year-olds. and Theo arriveDrama The Abduction of Saint Anne (1975). Unrated 1h . Connections.
Referenced in M*A*S*H: The Abduction of Margaret Houlihan (1976) See more The Abduction of Julia has 2745
ratings and 142 reviews. Juliana Philippa said: Two very different reactions two years apart - first time loved it, secoThe
Abduction has 3446 ratings and 322 reviews. Anie said: Too bad 0 isnt an option. What a piece of junk. I understand
that this author has another, - 2 min - Uploaded by DisneyMusicVEVOLucasfilm and visionary director J.J. Abrams join
forces to take you back again to a galaxy far - 1 min - Uploaded by Flick MediaTHE ABDUCTION OF JENNIFER
GRAYSON Trailer (2017) Drama, Thriller Movie PLOT: A
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